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The images in the Decorative Borders Stamp Set are stunning using embossing powder!  It can 
be difficult to capture metallic embossing when photographing, so I had to lay my card down on 
my work surface in order to capture the gold shine of the embossing.  How beautiful!  Even the 
inside of the card and the envelope are embossed!  Some light ink blending was added over the 
embossed areas to add a little something extra!  I used the Layering Circles Dies to die cut my 
sentiment label and the sentiment came from the Sentimental Park Stamp Set.  Let's get started!

Card Cuts:
Card Base - Cut 1 Basic White Thick cardstock to 8-1/2" x 5-1/2", score at 4-1/4"•
Mat - Cut 1 Rich Razzleberry cardstock to 5-3/8" x 4-1/8"•
Panel - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 5-1/4" x 4"•
Sentiment Label - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to approximately 2-1/4" x 2-1/4"•
Inside Mat - Cut 1 Rich Razzleberry cardstock to 5-3/8" x 4-1/8"•
Inside Panel - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 5-1/4" x 4"•

1. 

Start by working with the white front panel.  Use an embossing buddy to brush over the 
entire panel.  This will keep the embossing powder from sticking to any unwanted areas of 
the cardstock.  Using the floral corner stamp from the Decorative Borders Stamp Set, stamp 

2. 
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this image in the lower right and upper left corners of the panel using VersaMark ink.  
Sprinkle gold embossing powder over the stamped areas.  Coat a second time if needed and 
lightly tap the cardstock to remove excess powder.  Use a Heat Tool to set the embossed 
areas.  Note:  Allow your heat tool to warm up completely before heat setting the 
embossed areas.  Apply heat to the areas only until the embossing turns shiny, then 
move to the next area.  Overheating embossing powder can burn the powder and it 
will lose its shine.
Using a blending brush, lightly tap the brush in Rich Razzleberry ink, then swirl the blending 
brush onto a piece of scrap paper.  Very lightly blend Rich Razzleberry ink over the 
embossed areas.  The result should be a light pink color.

3. 

Adhere the embossed panel to a mat in Rich Razzleberry then adhere this unit to the card 
front.

4. 

Using the Layering Circles Dies, die cut a circle from Basic White cardstock.  Stamp the 
sentiment "dear friend" from the Sentimental Park Stamp Set in Rich Razzleberry ink. Use a 
blending brush to lightly blend Rich Razzleberry ink around the edges of the circle.  Adhere 
the sentiment label to the card front using Stampin' Dimensionals.  I adhered the sentiment 
label slightly above center and slightly to the left of the panel on the card front.

5. 

Use a length of gold Simply Elegant Trim and tie a bow.  Adhere the bow to the top of the 
sentiment label using a Mini Glue Dot.

6. 

From the Sentimental Park Stamp Set, stamp the sentiment "You are amazing" onto the 
Inside Panel in Rich Razzleberry ink.  At the bottom of this panel, use VersaMark ink to 
stamp the coordinating, smaller flower stamp from the Decorative Borders Stamp Set and 
stamp the image.  Sprinkle with gold embossing powder and use a Heat Tool to set the 
embossing powder.  Use a blending brush to lightly brush Rich Razzleberry ink over the 
embossed area.  Adhere the Inside Panel to a mat in Rich Razzleberry, then adhere this unit 
to the inside of the card.

7. 
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On the envelope flap, stamp the same smaller flower image from the Decorative Borders 
Stamp Set using VersaMark ink and emboss using gold embossing powder as in Step #7 
above.  Lightly blend Rich Razzleberry ink over the embossed area of the envelope flap.

8. 

Use multiple gold Festive Pearls to decorate the card front.9. 
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This completes the card!  I think the stamps from the Decorative Borders Stamp Set are perfect for 
embossing!  These embossed images would be equally beautiful on black cardstock.  What are 
your thoughts?   

Products used to create this card are included on the next page.
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Decorative Borders 
Photopolymer 
Stamp Set - 

160513

Price: $23.00

Add to Cart

Sentimental Park 
Photopolymer 

Stamp Set 
(English) - 160561

Price: $24.00

Add to Cart

Layering Circles 
Dies - 151770

Price: $35.00

Add to Cart

Simply Elegant 
Trim - 155766

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Festive Pearls - 
159963

Price: $7.00

Add to Cart

Basics Embossing 
Powders - 155554

Price: $18.00

Add to Cart

Heat Tool - 129053

Price: $30.00

Add to Cart

Blending Brushes - 
153611

Price: $12.50

Add to Cart

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Thick 
Cardstock - 

159229

Price: $8.75

Add to Cart

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $10.25

Add to Cart

Rich Razzleberry 
8-1/2" X 11" 
Cardstock - 

115316

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Basic White 
Medium Envelopes 

- 159236

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Rich Razzleberry 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 147091

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Versamark Pad - 
102283

Price: $9.50

Add to Cart

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart
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Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Price: $4.25

Add to Cart

Mini Glue Dots - 
103683

Price: $5.25

Add to Cart

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' Cut & 
Emboss Machine - 

149653

Price: $125.00

Add to Cart
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